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He simply took place to drop in front of Xie Yufu and also blocked her way. He proceeded, 

“You were the one that provided me a slap just currently? 

After saying that, the man got Xie Yufu’s hand. 

At this time, Xie Yufu was truly frightened. I’m Kong Wu’s girlfriend. 

This was Xie Yufu’s plan. She wished to offer Kong Wu an opportunity to conserve the 

appeal, to ensure that she might show her weak side before Kong Wu. If Kong Wu could 

love her, it would certainly be also better. 

” Kong Wu? If you do not accompany me tonight, this thing will certainly not be over,” the 

guy claimed. 

At this moment, Samuel, that had pertained to the commode, happened to see this scene. 

The man who quit Xie Yufu looked a little acquainted, as if he had actually seen it someplace 

before. 

 

” Are you alright?” Samuel stepped forward as well as asked. 

Xie Yufu had created a chance for Kong Wu, not for Samuel to cause trouble. She claimed 

coldly, “What does it involve you? Obtain shed, do not jab your nose right into other 

individuals’s company.” 

When Xie Yufu claimed this, she did not see that the intoxicated person’s expression had 

currently been half-awake. It was noticeable that it was since he had seen Samuel. 

 

” Okay, you can continue.” Samuel shrugged any which way and strolled right into the 

restroom. 

The reason why he was so afraid when he saw Samuel was that he was Manfred’s junior. 

Now it seemed that this female had an animosity against Brother Samuel. 



” Beauty, you actually do not recognize just how to cherish this opportunity,” that man 

stated. 

Xie Yufu really did not recognize what she had actually done, as well as she was still eagerly 

anticipating Kong Wu concerning save her. She said, “Wait here. I’ll ask my guy ahead over.” 

” Okay, I’ll wait for you.” 

Xie Yufu called Kong Wu as well as informed him that she was in difficulty. 

Kong Wu had to appear due to his partnership with the Xie Family. 

The individual had actually gotten here, but when Kong Wu saw the person, he wished to 

give Xie Yufu a couple of puts. 

Kong Wu’s father had only just satisfied Manfred a couple of days back. Back then, he was 

also present. He had seen Manfred’s junior. This vicious female, had she really angered 

Manfred’s men? 

The status of the Kong Household in Cloud City was not reduced. They also lived in 

Cloudridge Hill Villas. Yet ultimately, they were still business people. If they violated a guy 

from the grey area like Manfred, their destiny would be you can possibly imagine. 

Moreover, Manfred’s existing momentum was incredibly intense. Nobody in Cloud City 

might match up versus him. Kong Wu’s daddy intended to build an excellent partnership 

with Manfred. 

” Kong Wu, this hooligan has taken advantage of me. Assist me repay.” Xie Yufu anxiously 

claimed to Kong Wu with a weak and also mild expression. 

” So, it’s your partner, Mr. Kong.” 

” Hmph, now you understand exactly how powerful he is. You would certainly better stoop 

down and also apologize to me today,” Xie Yufu claimed proudly. 

” What’s going on?” Kong Wu came close to the man and also asked. 



” Young Master Kong, your sweetheart slapped me for no factor as well as even accused me 

of molesting her. He still had to provide some face to Kong Wu. Xie Yufu was so 

discourteous to Samuel as well as also asked him to scram simply now. 

Xie Yufu all of a sudden burst into rips. She held Kong Wu’s hand and stated tearfully, “Kong 

Wu, obtain vengeance for me. This immoral guy touched me just currently.” 

 


